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W. NOWACKI

THE LINEAR THEORY OF MICROPOLAR ELASTICITY

1. Introduction

The classical theory of elasticity describes

well the behaviour of construction materials (various sorts of

steel, aluminium, concrete) provided the stresses do not ex-

ceed the elastic limit and no stress concentration occurs.

The discrepancy between the results of the

classical theory of elasticity and the experiments appears in

all the cases when the microstructure of the body is significant,

i. e. in the neighbourhood of the cracks and notches where

the stress gradients are considerable. The discrepancies also

appear in granular media and multimolecular bodies such as

polimers.

The influence of the microstructure is partic-

ularly evident in the case of elastic vibrations of high frequen-

cy and small wave length.

W. Voigt tried to remove the shortcomings

of the classical theory of elasticity [1] by the assumption that
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the interaction of two parts of the body is transmitted through

an area element dAby means not only of the force vector pcLA

but also by the moment vector mdA. Thus, besides the force

stresses (5- also the moment stresses have been defined.

However, the complete theory of asymmetric

elasticity was developed by the brothers Francois and Eugene

Cosserat [2] who published it in 1909 in the work "Theorie des

corps deformables".

They assumed that the body consists of inter-

connected particles in the form of small rigid bodies. During

the deformation each particle is displaced by U,(x,t)and rotated

by <pC?>t) > the functions of the position X and time t .

Thus an elastic continuum has been described

such that its points possess the orientation (polar media) and

for which -we can speak of the rotation of a point. The vectors

U, and w are mutually independent and determine the deforma-

tion of the body. The introduction of the vectors U- and cp and

the assumption that the transmission of forces through an area

element dA is carried out by means of the force vector p and

the moment vector JTI leads in the consequence to asymmetric

stress tensors 5^ and JUL,-^

The theory of the brothers E. and F. Cosserat

remained unnoticed and was not duly appreciated during their

lifetime. This was so because the presentation was very gen-

eral (the theory was non-linear, including large deformations)
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and because its frames exceeded the frames of the theory of

elasticity. They attempted to construct the unified field theory,

containing mechanics, optics and electrodynamics and combin-

ed by a general principle of the least action.

The research in the field of the general theo-

ries of continuous media conducted in the last fifteen years,

drew the attention of the scientists to Cosserats' work. Look-

ing for the new models, describing more precisely the behav-

iour of the real elastic media, the models similar to, or iden-

tical with that of Cosserats1 have been encountered. Here, we

mention, first of all, the papers by C. Truesdell and R. A. Tou-

pin [3], G. Grioli [4], R. D. Mindlin and H. F. Tiersten [5] .

At the beginning the author's attention was concentrated on the

simplified theory of elasticity, so called the Cosserat pseudo-

continuum. By this name -we understand a continuum, for which

the asymmetric force stresses and moment stresses occur,

however, the deformation is determined by the displacement

vector U. only. Here we assume, as in the classical theory of

elasticity, that<p=-~cu.rlu.. It is interesting to notice that this

model was also considered by the Cosserats who called it the

model with the latent trihedron.

A number of German authors, W. GUnther,

H. Sch f̂ er [7] , H. Neuber [8] referred directly to the general

theory of Cosserats supplementing it -with constitutive equa-

tions. The general relations and equations of the Cosserats'
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theory have also been derived by E. V. Kuvshinskii and A. L.

Aero [9] and N. A. Palmov [10]. Here one should also mention

the generalizing work by A. C. Eringen and E.S. Suhubi [ l l ] .

At the present moment the theory of Cosserats

is in the full development. The literature on the subject in-

creases, and the problems of the asymmetric theory of elas-

ticity were discussed in two symposia, namely IUTAM Sympo-

sium in Freudenstadt in 19o8 and in this Symposium organized

by CISM. Likewise the first monographs devoted to the micro-

polar elasticity, by R. Stojanovic [12] and W. Nowacki [13] ap-

peared, both were published in 1970.

The discussion in the present work is confined

to the linear theory of the micropolar elasticity. We begin with

the dynamic problems, then we consider the statical ones.

2. The Dynamical Problems of the Micropolar Elasticity

Let us consider a regular region V +A bounded

by a smooth surface A , containing a homogeneous, isotropic,

centrogymmetric and micropolar continuum of the density o

and the rotational inertia J .

The body is deformed by the external loading.

Let on part Ac of the bounding surface of the body the forces

p and the moments m act, while on part A a the rotations CO
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and displacements u. be prescribed. The body forces X and

the body moments Y act inside the body. The loadings gener-

ate the deformation of the body described by the displacement

vector U-(x,t) and the rotation vector cp (x ,1) . Consequently,

in the body there develop the force stresses GfiL(X. t) and the

moment stresses jtlj^X.t). The components 01^,11^. of these

a r e

a n d

s t resses a re presented in Fig. 1, The s t r esses ff:-u ,

connected with the asymmetric tensor of deformation

the torsion flexure

t en s o r IKS: -b.

The dynamic prob-

lem of the micro-

polar theory of

elasticity consists

in determining the

s t resses Gf̂  , /U- u

the deformations

placement \X , and the rotation tp . These functions should

satisfy the equations of motion, the constitutive equations, the

boundary conditions, and the initial conditions.

The equations of motion take the form

F ig . 1

i = 9
(2.1)
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In these equations, written in the cartesian orthogonal coordi-

nate system, 6,=̂  is Ricci's alternator, <p denotes the densi-

ty, while J is the rotational inertia.

The constitutive equations can be obtainedfrom

the following discussion. We have, from the principle of the

energy conservation, under the assumption of an adiabatic pro-

cess that

(2.2) - ^

Here 1L is the internal energy, K, is the kinetic energy where

(2.3) X = jI ( 9 ^ +

The right hand side of Eq. 2. 2 represents the power of the ex-

ternal forces. Taking into account the equations of motion ($.1)

we obtain

(2.4) 0 = 0 ^ + / ^ , , U=yUcLV , U-U(fy,» ik) .
V

Hence we obtain the definition of the deformation tensors

(2.5) tfji- U»kfi- 6 k i l ? k , XiL= cp,4 .

The internal energy U is the function of independent variables

tf'i1 ' ^i" a n d i s t h e f u n c t i o n o f state. Thus we have
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We assume that the functions (5:;, , /X^ do not depend explicitly

on the time derivatives of the functions $-.-u , %;-,, . We have

' * H ' ^ ^ • (2*7)

The internal energy can be represented in the following form

( 2 . 8 )

The form of the energy, presented here, can be justified in

the following way. Since the internal energy is scalar, then

each term on the right hand side of the equation must also be

a scalar. By means of the components of the tensor *£•• one

can construct three independent square invariants, namely

tfjbtfji, 1 tfji,#i.j a n d ^kk^nn • The same thing refers to the

tensor % . ^ . The terms ^ X ^ , ^ X-̂  and tfkk Xnn do not

enter the expression (Z. 8) since this would contradict the pos-

tulate of the centrosymmetry. Thus, we have six material con-

stants 1X1, X , DC , jb , measured in the adiabatic conditions.

These constants should satisfy the following inequalities

0 , ja>0

These limitations result from the fact that U is a quadratic,

positively defined form. Taking into account 2.7 we obtain the
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following constitutive equations

(2 .9)
/ V = Ctf + O x ^ + (tf ~ f)*^ u

Now if we eliminate the stresses from the equa

tions of motion by means of the constitutive equations and then

we make use of the defining relations for the tensors ft.- , %••

we obtain the system of six equations in terms of the displace-

ment u, and rotation <p .

In the vector form the equations are the following

\3zu, +-(X +JU, - oOgra.ddi'u' u, + Zoc c a r l cp + X = 0 ,
(2 .10 )

Qv<p + CA + V ~ S )g radd i 'O ' cp + Zoc c a r l u + Y = 0 .

Here the following differential operators have been introduced

0,=

The first of these operators is d'Alembert operator, the sec-

ond one Klein-Gordon's operator.

We have obtained the complex system of hy-

perbolic, coupled differential equations. The boundary and ini-

tial conditions should be added to the system. According to the

assumption the boundary conditions have the form

O^Cx,tOn.(x)= p t(oc,t), A^Cx,t)ni(x)=mtCx,t), xeAG,t=>0,
( 2 . 1 1 )

, t ) = g L ( X , t ) , X e A a , t ^ O .
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Here _n is the unit vector normal to the boundary while p ^ m-t)

f_L , and _g, L are the given functions.

The initial conditions have the form

(2.12)

a ^ C x . O ) «= h L ( x ) , c p L ( x , 0 ) - ^ ( x ) , x e V , t - 0 .

The coupled system of differential equations

in displacements and rotations is very complicated and incon-

venient to deal with, therefore our prime objective will be to

uncouple it.

There are two possibilities to uncouple the

equations. The first one is analogous to the method used by La-

me in the classical elastokinetics. Let us decompose the vec-

tors (X and _tp into the potential and solenoidal parts

u, = grad $ + curl i]> , d lv \\t = 0 ,

(2.13 a)
<p = grad P + ca r l H , cLiv H = 0.

We apply the same procedure to the body forces and moments

X = p (grad -fr + carl yj) , <±iv y^ = 0 ,

(2.13b)
Y = CT (c^rad 5 + carl n ) , dl\r rj = 0 .

Substituting the above relations into Eqs. (1.10) we obtain the

following simple wave equations
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D ^ <£> + <?fr = o , n 3 r + 3 c > = o

(2.14) D 2 H + 2 a curl H + ? x = ° >

nk H + 1 a carl ijt + 3 Tj = 0,

where we have introduced the following operators

The first of the equations represents the equation of the longi-

tudinal wave, identical in the form to the longitudinal wave equa-

tion in the classical elastokinetics. The second equation is a

new type of equation, namely the equation of the longitudinal

microrotational wave. The third and fourth equations describe

the propagation of the displacement shear wave and the micro-

rotational shear wave respectively.

The longitudinal wave is well known in the clas-

sical elastokinetics. The displacement microrotational wave

was investigated by N. A. Palmov [lOJ and W. Nowacki [1 4] .

The last two equations of 2. 14 after the elimination of ijir and

H assume the following form

(U z O 4. + ̂ a? A) ip = 2 o c 3 c u r l TJ - q D 4 x >
(2.15)

( n a n 4 + 4 « i A ) H = 2 o c 9 cur l x - 3 n z r j .

This type of equations has been investigated by J. Ignaczak fl 5J .

He likewise has given the "radiation conditions" similar to
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Sommerfeld's conditions. It is evident that the displacement

wave P and the shear waves •vjr and H disperse. The system

of wave equations (2. 14) is very useful for the determination

of the singular solutions (Green functions) in an infinite space.

Such solutions have been obtained, in a closed form, for the

case of concentrated forces and moments harmonically varying

in time by W. Nowacki and W. K. Nowacki [l6j • Finally it has

been shown that the assumed method of solution by means of the

potentials ^ , P , t[f , H leads to the complete solutions

(W. Nowacki [l7] ).

The second method of resolution of eqs. (2, 10)

follows that of B. Galerkin [1 8j in the classical elastostatics,

and M. Iacovache |_19j in the classical elastodynamics. The func

tions of this type for the dynamical problems of the micropolar

elasticity have been given by N. Sandru L̂ OJ , and later, in a

different way, by J. Stefaniak j_2lj . The representation of N.

Sandru has the form

a = •., D 4 F - grad cUv S F - la. carl D 3 G ,
(2 .16 )

cp = D2 D 3 G - grad d lv 9 G - 2 a, carl D 1 F ,

where

Here the displacements U, and the rotations <p are represented

by two vector functions F and G . Substituting eqs. (2.16)

into eqs. (2. 10) we obtain two repeated wave equations for the
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functions F and G .

• -, ( D 2 D 4 + 4a2) F + X = 0 ,
(2.17)

• 3 ( D 2 CU + 4cc*) G + Y = 0 .

These equations are particularly useful for the determination

of the displacements and the rotations generated in an infinite

space by the concentrated forces and moments. So far only the

singular solutions for the concentrated forces and moments

varying harmonically in time have been obtained. In this case

the system of equations (2, 17) reduces to the system of simple

elliptic equations

(2.18)

X * = 0 ,

Y * = 0 ,

where X(0C,t) = X(oc)e and so on.

There exists the second way of obtaining the

fundamental equations of micropolar elasticity. It consists in

the utilization of the compatibility equations

(2.19)

and expressing the functions y - , 3^;^ by the stresses G-- , U- •

The system of stress equations constitutes a

generalization of the Beltrami-Michell equations known in the

classical theory of elasticity, and has been derived for the dy-
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namical problems by Z. Olesiak[22j and for the statical prob-

lems by N. Sandru |_20J • These equations may have a practical

meaning in the two-dimensional problems.

Let us consider particular cases referring to

the wave propagation. Many papers have been devoted to inter-

esting problems concerning the one-dimensional waves, depen-

dent on X1 and t , next dependent on r=(x1+Xl)
2 and t, and de-

pendent on R = (3C1 + 0Cz+X3)
e and t . Here we should mention the pa-

pers by A. C. Eringen [23] N. A. Palmov [lo] and A. C. Smith [24].

Consider two-dimensional problems. Let us

assume that we have to deal with the problem for which the dis-

placements are independent of X3 . In such a case the system

of equations (2. 10) can be decomposed into two mutually inde-

pendent systems of equations. In the first system of equations

the following vectors occur

(2.20)

Now the system of equations takes the form

<x) V

a2 - <s a2+( /a+X-a)32e-2a31^3 + X2 = 0,

a2 - 0 2 a 0 + Y3 =0
(2.21)

where V., =» 31 + 9j> , e = 0-tU1 +• 92U*£.

The field of displacements (u^ ,U2,0) and rotations (0,0, cp5) gen-

erates in the bodythe state of stresses described bythe follow-
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ing matrices

(2.22) S = 5 &

0 , 0 ,

0 , 0 , ^ ,

, 0o , o , e33

In the second system, determined by the vectors

(2.23) it = C°' °> ^ » 9 = C9u9 i , 0) , X = (0,0,

we have to deal with the system of equations

Ktf + e) V*-

C/t + a) 7*1^ - 9 a3 + ZwC^q^, - c^cp,) + X3 = 0 ,

(2.24)

where

-x. = c?1 cp, + <9j

It is easy to verify that the matrices

+ Y t = 0 ,

= 0 ,

(2 .25) 0 m

0 , 0 ,

0 , 0 ,

L. 0

I 0

0 , 0 ,

correspond to the field of displacement Lt =(0,0, u3) and rotation

9 =^1,9*, 0).

Let us dwell our attention on the first system

of equations. Introducing the potentials (|> and >Jf , where
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u, = 3 $ - d^s , a4 = dx§ -d& , cp, = cp , (2. 26)

the system of equations 2. 21 is reduced to simple wave equa-

tions (for X = Y=0)

[ ( A + 2 / - 0 V * - £ > # ] $ = 0 ,
(2.27)

^ = 0 .

Many authors have investigated the above system of equations.

V. R. Parfitt and A. C. Eringen [25] and J. Stefaniak [26] have

investigated the reflection of a plane wave from the free bound-

ary of an infinite space. A. C. Eringen and E. S. Suhubi [1 1]in-

vestigated the Rayleigh •wave, generalized in the micropolar

continuum. The same problem is discussed in the extensive

paper by S. Kaliski, J. Kupelewski and C. Rymarz [27] . The

wave propagation in a plate (the generalized Lamb's problem)

has been considered by W. Nowacki and W. K. Nowacki £28] .

Also a number of boundary value problems have been solved

for the case when the loadings harmonically varying in time

act on the boundary of an elastic semi-space (W. Nowacki and

W. K. Nowacki [29] , G. Eason [30] ). Finally we notice the trends

to solve the approximate wave equations (G. Eason [31], J. D.

Achenbach [32]) and the interesting results obtained in this way.

Let us return to the second system of two-di-

mensional equations for which the deformation is determined

by the vectors u.-(0,0, u3) , «p =(^,9^,0) • By means of the poten-
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tials P , H the system of equations (2. 24) is reduced to sim

pie wave equations

(2.28) T i = ^ r - ^ H > % - ^ f + ĉH ,

The equations take the following form

£ r - o ,
(2.29)

,a 3 ) = 0 .

The first equation corresponds to the longitudinal microrota-

tional wave, the second one to the shear wave. If we assume

that

( 2 . 30 )

and the boundary of the elastic semi-space x,= 0 is free from

stresses, the above functions lead to the Love surface waves.

The propagation of these waves have been investigated in the

paper [27] . It is interesting to note that within the frames of

the classical elasticity Love's waves do not exist in the case

of the homogeneous elastic semi space, the propagation of such

waves is possible only for a layered semi-space and different

densities and Lame's constants of both media.

Let us consider the second type of the two-di-

mensional problems, namely the problems of the axially sym-

metric deformations. In this case the system of equations (2.10)
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can be decomposed into two mutually independent systems of

equations. The following vectors enter the first system of equa-

tions

9 = C0,cp9,0),X = CXr,O,Xz),Y= ( 0 , Y e , e ) (2.31)

The system of equations takes the form

- -L)u, r- ?U.r] + (X

= 0 , (2 -32 )

0 ,

liere

The following stress matrices correspond to the deformation

presented here

6 =

(5rr , 0 , 5 r s,

0 , Gee , 0

(5 , 0 , (5

, o

0 , /^e» 0

( 2 . 33 )

The following vectors occur in the second system of equations

(2.34)
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and the stress matrices

( 2 . 35)

Now the

(2 36)

0 =

0

\r

0

system of

[Ctf + e

Qr9

0

\ 6

0

(3

0

equations

• $ - <

rCC - 76

•oc -

XX, =

assumes the form

Wflft*O> -206 Yr = 0

where

x = !<?/# r

Both the systems of equations can be reduced to simple wave

equations. These equations served in the investigation of lon-

gitudinal and torsional waves in an infinite cylinder of circular

cross-section, and in solving two generalized axially symme-

tric Lamb's problems (W. Nowacki and W. K. Nowacki [33], [34]).

Concluding this review of the dynamical prob-

lems we should mention the general theorems of the micropolar

elastokinetics. These theorems have been presented and deriv-

ed by a number of authors.

The theorem on the reciprocity of work has

the form (N. Sandru [20], D. Iesan [35])



The Theorem of Reciprocity. The Principle of Virtual Work

f F
/CX; ,* U/-,, +.T(, * Cp-)dV+- / ( P i , * U,'L+ IT);,* Cf

•V ^ A ( 2 . 3 7 )

where

X|,*U/[,= /Xj,(¥»t -'̂ )l-u'i,Cx,T)dX and so on are the convolutions.

This equation constitutes a generalization of Graffi's theorem

[36] known in the classical elastokinetics. The theorem on the

reciprocity constitutes one of the most interesting theorems in

the micropolar theory of elasticity. The theorem is extremely

general and includes the possibility of derivating the method of

integration of the equation of elastokinematics by means of

Green's function.

The principle of virtual work is of considerable importance

(2.38)

Here 5^and dtpL denote the virtual displacements and rota-

tions. The principle of virtual work may serve for the deriva-

tion of the equation of plate and shell bending under the suitable

approximations, for the approximate, solution of the equations

of elastokinetics and finally for the derivation of the uniqueness

theorem.

An important role is played by the extended
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Hamilton's principle

( 2 . 3 9 ) . 5 / * C W - X O d t - f S Z .
t, t,

Here we assume that 5u,(x ,t0 = SwCx.t,,) = 6(p(x,ty = 6<g(x\~) = 0.

oX denotes the virtual work of external forces

and X, is the kinetic energy. W is the work of deformation

which, in our case of the adiabatic process, is identical to the

internal energy 11.

In the present review we have only shown the

most important, in our opinion, results of the micropolar elas-

ticity. Let us note that the fundamental results have been ob-

tained only in the case of propagation of the monochromatic

waves. The investigation concerning the problems of the waves

generated by aperiodic causes or by the causes moving with

constant or varying speed have been hardly initiated. The con-

temporary investigations of the dynamical problems tend to in-

clude also the other physical fields. The research in the domain

of micropolar thermoelasticity and micropolar magnetoelastic-

ity is already developing.
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3. The Micropolar Elastostatics

The substitution of the constitutive equations

into the equilibrium equations, together with the definition of

the deformations taken into account, leads to the system of six

differential equations in terms of displacements and rotations.

In the compact vector form the equations read

/ + ( ^ +/"• -oOgraddWu, +2o4cu,rl<p + X = 0,

(3.1)

[Of + £)Va-4ot]<p + (Ji + tf -8)graddivcp + 2occarlu,+Y= 0 .

The system is coupled, of elliptic type. Let us note that the

material constants JJ. , X, 06, /3 , jf 3 S , occurring in the equa-

tions refer to the isothermal process. The system of equations

can be decomposed into two independent systems of equations

only in the particular case 06= O.We can put the following ques-

tion: is it possible to compose the solution to the system of

equations of two parts, the first of which has exactly the same

form as the solution of the classical elastostatics. An affirma-

tive answer to this question has been given by H. Schaefer [37] .

Introducing the vector

5 - T cu-rl ^ - C P {3'2)

and eliminating the function Cp from the system of homogeneous

equations (3T 1) we obtain'
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j^V^u, +(7\.+;u0graddiv y? = Zcccurlt, ,

(3.3)
[(tf + e) Va- 4a ]^ + (J5 + tf - S)§raddiv J «[(tf + e) Va- 4a ]^ + (J5 + tf - S)§raddiv J « 1 (^ + £ ) V W l u, .

We assume the solution to this system in the form

(3.4) U - U,' +• u" , J - J' +• | " , where $' = 0 .

The above representation allows us to split the system of equa

tions (3. 3) into two independent systems of equations

(3.5) /LOVZU/ + (X+ZiOgraddtv a' = 0 , V curia'= 0 ,

and

.WVV+ O- +/u/)o;raddvo'a" = £a. carl £j" ,
(3.6)

[Ctf+ £)Va- 4ot] £"+ Cfi + tf- £ )g r ad div £" = 4-(^ + £)Vzcarla".

Let us point out that the system of equations (3. 5) in its form

is identical with the corresponding system of equations of the

classical theory of elasticity.

Let us assume that on the boundary of the body

the loadings p and moments m are prescribed

The system of equations (3.6) is satisfied with the boundary

conditions p ^ (5̂  H- . The assumption 5' = 0 is synonimous

with the assertion that the skew-symmetric part of the tensor
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^'. is equal to zero (tf<y>" 0) . The tensor ^ is thus

symmetric. Therefore the strains Qk compose the symmet-

ric tensor. However the assumption £' = 0 leads to the relation

cp'= jcurlu!. Since <pV 0 therefore also 56.'L •£ 0 . Hence

the following moment stress exist in the body

My, = ^tf*c^>+ Zzx><i»+PK*Ki • (3.8)

As a rule the condition mL = JU.\, n- does not hold. Since the
0 0

functions u/ do not satisfy all the boundary conditions the so-

lutions Uf', jj>" satisfying the system of equations (3.6) and the

boundary conditions

s,>j = ° , (Mi\,+J*]0 *i m m t ' (3.9)

should be added to the solutions \x, £'.

H. Schaefer assumed the solution of eqs. (3. 6) in the form

4- cu-rlcu,rl Q (3.10)

where the functions <|) , Q satisfy the differential equations

(hz Va-O<J> = o , (v*V*-0ft = o ,
(3.11)

£

J,oc

However the proof of the completeness of the solutions 5" ^ s

lacking. Here, as in the elastokinetics, the displacements and

rotations can be represented by two vector functions Q , F con-
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stituting a generalization of Galerkin's functions. If we substi-

stute the representation given by N. Sandru [20]

/tt)]graddiv£ - 2ot[Qi +Z^y7%- 4-ec] curl Q ,

graddiir Q -

into the system of equations (3.1) we obtain the following simple

equations for the functions _F and (*

av2 'ce2 'V2 '-OF + x = 0 ,
(3.13)

V W v * - 1 xe''V2'-i)Q +Y = 0

Let us observe that the assumption X = 0 entails also that

£ = 0 . Similarly for Y = 0 we have Q; = 0 . Eqs. (3.13) al-

low us to determine, in a very simple way, the Green functions

in an infinite micropolar space. Below we list only the final re-

sults of the singular solutions. Let a concentrated unit force,

directed along the XL axis, act at a point \ . The displacements

and rotations generated by the force take the following form

[20]

c/ J(JQ ^ ^ R R/ *i

(3 -14) - |

JL t
6 . . f
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Here R is the distance between the points x and £ • Passing

to the classical theory of elasticity we have

In the case of a concentrated unit moment applied at a point £

and acting in the direction of the x^ axis we have the following

displacements u.; and rotations <pf [20] :

6;;b —

_ R

-0:0,
R i

Beside the Galerkin function also the Papkovitch-Neuber type

functions have been introduced in the micropolar elastostatics.

H. Neuber [8] has generalized his functions on micropolar elas

tostatics and applied them to a series of problems referring to

the stress concentration problems around holes and notches

[3 8] - [40] . A certain variation of this type function has been

given by N. Sandru [20] and S. C. Cowin [41] .

Parallely to the equations in terms of the dis-

placements and rotations in elastostatics one can use the stress

equations analogous to those of Beltrami-Mitchell. In this re-

spect the discussion of H. Schaefer is interesting, he introduc-

ed a very general type of stress functions known in the classi-

cal elastostatics [42] . Also the paper of S. Kassel [.51] on the
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stress functions deserves attention.

In a more detailed way we shall discuss the

two-dimensional problems, namely the problems of the plane

state of strain, and the axially symmetric problems.

Consider the plane state of strain for which the deformation

does not depend on the variable x3 . As we know, in this case

two mutually independent systems of equations are obtained.

In the first problem there appear the vectors u. = (a1, u,j,, 0 )

(p = (0, 0, <p3} , while in the second one the vectors U = C0, 0, u,3),

9=
The following compatibility equations

(3.16) C#-df £

+ WCif + 5) • (0i/^i+ ^.a^) = 0 ,

and the equilibrium equations

(3.17)

constitute the point of departure for the first problem. We have

the system of six equations for the determination of six unknown

functions Qu, <5ajj, (5U , 6ft1 ,/t13 »/^a3. The equilibrium equations

are satisfied identically by two functions F and i$s connected

with the stresses by the following relations
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The function F is Airy's function known from the classical

elastokinetics. The function «Jf has been introduced by R. D.

Mindlin [43] and H. Schaefer [7] for the plane state of strain

in the Cosserat continuum and pseudo-continuum. Substituting

eqs. (3.18) into the compatibility equations we obtain the follow-

ing equations in terms of the functions i|f and F

VfVfF = 0 , V 1
i ( l l V * - i ) ^ = o . (3.19)

The functions F and *Jf are mutually dependent and satisfy

the Cauchy-Riemann conditions

A =
V*- 0 ^ = - A o> V? F .

Since the functions V/F and (l^Vf- 1)-»]> are harmonic, it is

not difficult to observe that the method of complex variable is

particularly useful for solving eqs. (3. 19). This method has

been successfully applied by G. N. Savin [44]- [46] and his co-

workers in the problems of stress concentration around the

holes. D. E. Carlson [47] has investigated the completeness

of the solutions by means of the functions F and i^f . L e t us
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Observe that the form of the plane problem is identical for both

the pseudo-continuum and the continuum of Cosserats1. This

is why there exists a number of special problems solved con-

cerning the stress concentration, the state of stress in an elas-

tic semi-space, and the singular solutions. First of all we men-

tion here the papers by R. D. Mindlin [48] , H. Schaefer [7] ,

R. Muki and E. Sternberg [49] , P.N.Kaloni and T.Ariman [50]k

The first plane problem can be solved also by

another method suitable in the case of the displacements and

rotations prescribed on the boundary [52] . Using the differ-

ential equations in terms of displacements and rotations

«0<2i © + 2,06 dzcp3 = 0 ,

(3.21) O 1 i / O ^

and introducing the potentials $ , ty related to the displace-

ments

(3.22) 1^ = 3$

we obtain the following simple differential equations

(3.23) < 7 f * y * $ =
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The functions <|) and <f3 are not mutually independent, they

should satisfy the conditions in the form .

(3.24)

The conditions (3.24) are the Cauchy-Riemann conditions for

the functions V*<$) and (I1 Vf - 1) <pj •

The potential *Jf is related to the function <p3 ;

V,** " FT Ktf+e)V*-4«,]y, . (3.25)

The solution of the first plane problem is obtained by the fol-

lowing procedure. Solving eqs. (3. 23) for example for an elas-

tic semi-space we get four constants of integration. To deter-

mine the constants we have three boundary conditions and the

Cauchy-Riemann conditions.

In the case of the second plane state of strain

we have the following system of equations

+ oo)V;2u,3 4- la, (<?, cp̂ , - c^cp,) = 0 ,

i C ^ + ̂ -e )<? 1 3c+^« ,^u , 3 = o , ( 3 .26 )

QWtf - s)o>,x+ 206(9,1^3 = 0 .

The simplest way to solve the above system of equations is to

make use of the potentials fi. , S [53] , where
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(3.27) <p, = 0, Q. + dx S , «p t - 3 a A -C?, 3 .

Substituting the relations (3. 21) into eqs. (3. 20) we cbtain the

system of equations

(3.2 8) V.a(hs";7ia-0Q =o , y*CfV^-OZ =0 .

The functions Q and S satisfy the following Cauchy-Riemann

conditions

( 3 . 2 9 ) ' a + Ot

16 + 06

The quantity U/3 is related with the potential S by the equa

tion

(3.30) y V =

Another method of solution of the "second" problem of the plane

state of strain belongs to M. Suchar [54] . Five compatibility

equations and three equilibrium equations serve as the point

of departure of his discussion. The system of equilibrium equa-

tions is satisfied by four functions (£ , l|f , J( , £1 related

to the stresses by the following formulae

(3.31)
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Substituting these relations into the equations of compatibility

one obtains the following differential equations in terms of the

functions $ , fy , % , and Q.

> 0 , (2.32)

where

L( ) = (ifV*- OCl'-V*- 1)VaVt ) .

One should add that the stress functions <|> , >Jf , X • ^

are not mutually independent but combined by four additional

differential relations.

In turn we consider the axially symmetric prob-

lems. We know from the preceding point that the system of six

differential equations in terms of displacement and rotations

can be split, in this case, into two mutually independent sys-

tems of equations. In the first one the deformation is determin-

ed by the vectors u, = (wr, 0 , u,x) , <p =(0, cpe , 0 ) while in the

second is given by a =((3 , ae , 0) , cp = Q(pr , 0 , Cp̂. ) .

In the classical theory of elasticity, solving

the first problem we are very frequently making use of the Love

function^r,2>) satisfying the bibarmonic equation. In the micro-

polar theory of elasticity we introduce two functions of Love's

type. In the first axially symmetric problem the function %(_r,Z~)

is related to the displacements and rotations in the following

manner [.55]
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( 3 ' 3 3 ) u,

Here

Susbtituting the above relations into the equations of the elas-

tostatics we obtain the following equations in terms of the func-

tion %

( 3 . 3 4 ) l w / w a + ^ ) V ^ V 2 C l s ' V a - O % C r , a O + X x C r , x ) = 0 .

Similarly, in the second axially symmetric problem we assume

(3.35)

•where

and we obtain, from the system of the elastostatic equations,

the following equation in terms of the second generalized func

tion of Love
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16oc>(h2'Va'-0Cl2'V - O*Kr,2O+Yx0%*0 = 0 (3.36)

J. Stefaniak [57] derived the analogous functions from the vec-

tor functions of N. Sandru.

Another method of solving the equations of the

axially symmetric problems consists in the introduction of elas-

tic potentials [56] . We shall explain this method shortly on the

example of the first axially symmetric problem. Let us express

the displacements U/ = (u,,.,0, U,Z~) and the rotations 03 = (0, <pe, 0)

by means of the potentials <J> , ^ •> ^

^^^± + J!± u _ 0$ (Kb 1 0%
r Or OrOx ' * Oz Or* r Or '

(3.37)

Substituting eqs. (3.37) intc the equations of elastostatics we

obtain the system of two equations

V ^ V 2 ^ = 0 , 7 a ' a a ' V a - O = 0 . (3.38)

The functions )̂ and "& are connected by the relations

( 3 . 3 9 )

^ y ^ + ^ v 0v\W = 0 .
ax, Xp ^ O y

The function vjf will be determined by the equation "*

nr [Ctf + S)Va-4o6]it . (3.40)

. . •••
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Exactly the same procedure can be applied in

the second axially-symmetric problem. This purpose can be

attained also by different methods, as the application of Neu-

ber's function, or, finally by the direct integration of the sys-

tem of differential equations by means of the Hank el integral

transform or Hankel-Fourier transform. A number of special

problems, concerning the state of stress in an elastic semi-

space has been solved (the generalized Boussinesq problem).

We conclude the review of the micropolar

elastostatics devoting a few words to the general variational

theorems, the theorem on reciprocity, and so on. The theo-

rems of this type turned out to be easy to extend on the micro-

polar theory of elasticity by the addition of the corresponding

terms connected with the work of moments and the moment

stresses.

The principle of the virtual work of the virtual

displacements Sa^ and the virtual rotations Scp̂  takes the

form

r r

where

The minimum of potential energy theorem can be derived from

the principle of virtual work
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5r = 0 , (3.42)

where

Here Ag denotes the part of the surface bounding the body

where the loadings are prescribed.

In the classical elastostatics an important role

is played by the theorem of minimum complementary energy.

Here in the micropolar elastostatics we have the f olio wing vari-

ational principle

Sir = 0 , (3.43)

where

TT = Ws - / ( p ^ + mjfflJdA ,

and

A^ denotes the part of the bounding surface for which the

displacements and rotations are prescribed.

N. Sandru [20] derived the reciprocity theorem

(3.44)
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and the particular case of the theorem, namely the generalized

formulae of Somigliano. Much attention has been devoted tc the

uniqueness of solution and the existence theorem (M. Hlavacek

[50], D. Iesan [59] ).

The research work on the theory of disloca-

tions in the Cosserat continuum needs a separate treatment.

W. GUnther was the first [6] who noticed the importance of the

micropolar elasticity for the theory of dislocations. Certain

concepts concerning the dislocations were discussed in the pa-

per of W. D. Claus and A. C. Eringen [60] and in the paper of

S. Minagawa [6l] .

The theory of anisotropic Cosserat continuum

was investigated in papers by S. Kessel [62] and D. Iesan [63] .

The theory of the Cosserat continuum is well

developed. At the present day it constitutes a complete super-

structure of the classical theory of elasticity. However, the

complete experimental verification of the theory is still lacking.

The material constants /x , X , OC , Jb , tf , £ have

not been determined for particular materials. We only know

the order of these constants and the mutual ratios of the six

constants. Thus we have here the extreme case when the theo-

ry outdistances the experiments.

In the further development of the Cosserat me-

chanics the main role should be played by the experimental re-

search. The role of the theoreticians is here already exhausted.
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